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Roberto Boscolo in collaboration with BeAdvisors Art Department and Mattia 

Pozzoni Art Advisory is proud to present “Towards the Pillars of Hercules”, 

the third episode of the Boscolo Collection Art Programme 2022/2023. The 

exhibition will open on September 12th at Boscolo Lyon Hotel & Spa, on the 

occasion of the private view of the 16th Lyon Contemporary art Biennale. It 

is organized with the participation of Atipografia gallery (Arzignano, Italy), 

and features the works of five artists, Flavia Albu, Mirko Baricchi, Mattia 

Bosco, Nicole Colombo, and Josh Rowell. 

 

The exhibition - The aim of Boscolo Collection Art Programme is to establish 

a solid connection with the territory and its institutions and deliver a valuable 

contribution to the contemporary art discourse of the city. With this purpose 

“Towards the Pillars of Hercules” is linked to this year's Biennale, approaching 

its theme from different perspectives. 

  

The concept of the exhibition takes inspiration from the Biennale’s “Manifesto 

of fragility”, which defines vulnerability as a condition universal and inevitably 

inherent to our increasingly fragile world. Inviting artists from all over the 

world and showing different artworks and objects from various times this 

edition seeks opportunities for dialogues across geographical and 

sociopolitical distances and encourages creative cooperation between 

coexisting identities, communities, and histories, that can activate dynamic 

societal changes. 

  

“Towards the Pillars of Hercules” refers to the myth of Odysseus and the thirst 

for knowledge that leads human beings to cross barriers and thresholds. 

Odysseus embodies the modern hero who leaves everything behind to start 

a journey and by traveling he builds his own identity, enriching himself with 

the others he encounters. 
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Boscolo Collection Art Program and Atipografia choose five artists who, 

through different practices and media, investigate the idea of the threshold 

and the possibilities of encounters between otherness, examining various 

aspects of the precariousness of our world. The purpose is to offer the public 

a panorama of generative approaches to the reality of existence.  

 

The art program - Boscolo Collection Art Programme is held in the Boscolo 

hotels located in Nice and Lyon over the season 2022/2023. The aim is at 

creating a new cultural hub for the two cities and their region by presenting 

a series of contemporary art exhibitions that are taking place in the two 

locations showcasing a very diverse spectrum of international artists and 

galleries. The program, complemented by collateral events and an artist’s 

residency, not only contributes to the local cultural scene and debate but also 

creates a unique experience for the hotel's guests. 

 

The focus of the Boscolo Collection Art Programme is to put hospitality 

services on a new level: Art is powerful and surprising, capable of stimulating 

creativity and curiosity, provoking the right questions, questioning the 

existing by breaking conventional thinking, favoring the shifting of points of 

view, facilitating a corporate cultural integration and becoming an antenna 

tuned to the future, anticipating scenarios and behaviors. 

 

Flavia Albu - Flavia Albu (1991, Suceava) is a visual artist based in Milan. Her 

practice explores the structural elements of painting to reflect on 

representation and vision. This investigation allows her to reflect on the 

processes of the generation of the work. In this way, she examines themes 

important to the history of Western art, such as representation, vision, and 

method. Approaching different visual references: pictorial typologies, and 

media, Flavia Albu questions the filter of the dynamics that come between 

and interfere with our vision of the world, starting from the painting device 

and its declinations.  

 

Mirko Baricchi - Mirko Baricchi (1970, La Spezia) is a painter who challenges 

painting in its executive possibilities. He works with rapid and persistent 

gestures and intervenes on the canvas in continuous drafting and removal of 
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color. It produces an informal image that acquires complete form in the 

artist's mind and becomes a landscape, another world, in the observer's 

psyche. The canvas lends itself to being a threshold towards mental spaces 

open to the path of the gaze, walks in indefinite valleys, where the pilgrim's 

compass is lost in continuous games on transparencies. 

 

Mattia Bosco - Mattia Bosco (1976, Milano) lives and works between Milan 

and the Ossola mountains. His classical studies and philosophical training lead 

him to sculpture. In his work, the artist establishes a continuous dialogue with 

the matter. The sculpture is for the artist a gesture of listening and 

collaboration in which the material reveals itself. For Mattia Bosco, the form 

is already present within the stone and the sculptor intervenes in its less 

significant parts in an act of liberation that allows the lines to emerge 

naturally. Gold leaf, silver leaf, metal, or color are the artist's sparing 

responses to the chromatic nature of stones. 

 

Nicole Colombo - Nicole Colombo (1991, Monza) lives and works in Milan. Her 

domestic and large-scale sculptures and installations create tension in the 

space and in the mind of the observer as they possess a sort of living energy, 

while the chosen materials and their combination result to be at the same 

time libidinal and repulsive. There is an anthropological approach at the heart 

of her research: the artist explores the dichotomies that often characterize 

Western societies and the difficulty for human beings to accept their 

coexistence. By appealing to our common imagination, Colombo gives the 

viewer works that represent the duality of things, creating abstract 

characters that portray each of us. 

 

Josh Rowell - Josh Rowell (1990, Kent) is a UK-based artist. He generates his 

artistic vision by focusing on the technological innovations that shape our 

contemporaneity, communicating, within the confines of the visual arts, how 

human interactions are increasingly mediated. The artist balances artisanal 

techniques with the instant nature of the digital age. This juxtaposition 

produces a language that explores and re-structures information and 

celebrates the hand-made in a period strongly dominated by virtual action.   


